
Camera Details and how to access the Premier Fastpitch Academy Web camera 
system from your Phone or IPAD. Normal data rates may apply based on your 
phone data service plan. Access to the 8 camera system is something we 
generally charge for, but during the COVID-19 Pandemic we are offering this 
service to Premier students for free until further notice. 
 

 

To Configure MontavueGo App to access our camera 
systems, please follow these steps once you have 
downloaded the MontavueGo App V2.2 Build Date 
2020.09.02. 
 
 



 

From the Home Screen: 

Select the  + symbol in the upper right hand corner. 
 
Then Select IP/Domain 



 

While on this screen please select  
 
NVR 

  



 

On this screen you will fill in the following selections as 
noted below: 
 
Port : 37777 
Address: PREMIERWEBVIEW.DYNDNS.ORG 
Name: PFACAMS 
Username: PFACAMS 
Password: PFA-Cams! (password is case sensitive) 
 
 
Then hit the “save” icon in the upper right hand 
corner. This will save the setting and attempt to 
connect to our NVR camera system where you can 
view up to 8 separate camera systems. 



 
 
 
 

On this screen you will see several controls and four 
camera views. 
 
If you hit the number [4] icon, it will give you a selection 
for either 4 or 9 or 16 camera views.  To view all 8 of our 
cameras, you can select 9. 



 
 
 

When on the camera view, you can double click on any 
of the camera views and it will enlarge that specific 
camera. You can rotate your phone to the side to view in 
FULL screen. 
 
 



 

You can also zoom in on the camera's view just like you 
do on a picture or screen on your cell phone or IPAD.. 
 
 

 

While on FULL Screen mode you can also swipe the 
screen to take you back and forth to different camera 
views of the different cages in the facility. 
 
 



 

There are several controls that allow a lot of other 
functions such as snapshots, saving videos, etc. 
 
For now, please just take advantage of the live viewing 
as the other services we generally charge for due to disk 
space, memory requirements, etc. 
 

 

For a wider angle you can turn your phone sideways for 
a larger horizontal view. If the controls temporarily 
disappear from the screen you can tap the screen to 
have them reappear.  



 
 
 

 

After you have connected successfully to the camera 
system once and your settings are saved, the next time 
you return you can come to this screen and connect by 
choosing the settings you previously configured. 
 
In this case it would be the “PFACAMS” connection. 
 
By hitting the ALL button in that line it will bring up the 
cameras for viewing and the control buttons. 


